Landscapes

- Previous tutorials
- Time consuming
- Plot 2D is easier
Add the Plug-in
Add Plot2D to Your Tools

- Under Configure Menus
  - Find Plot2D
  - Drag and Drop
  - Select Done
Create the Plot
Stretch Tool

- Given plot is too thin
  - Select the stretch tool

- Bottom right screen
  - Click and hold the center
  - Drag right

- Turn the plot into a square.
Hilly Landscape

- Select the stretch tool again

- Bottom right screen
  - Click and hold the center
  - Drag up to “raise mountains”
Modifying the Land

- Exact same plot every time.
- Select Polys
- Select Stretch Tool
- Drag Up or Down
Smoothing the Land
SubPatching the Land
Do Both

- Sub Patching leaves triangles
- Smoothing doesn’t get all the corners.
Other Uses

• Breaking
  – Plot2D
  – Stretch, make the plot really tall
  – Size, to the scale of the object
  – Extrude, to make it 3D
  – Subtract, to break

• Have yet to find more.